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ABSTRACT

In this paper, data from an earlier production study involv-
ing foreign items in Swedish is revisited and the variability
in the data is discussed with the purpose of drawing the
consequences for what could and should actually be mod-
elled in speech technology applications. A set of design cri-
teria for a Swedish lexicon implementation are suggested
and a preliminary outline of such an implementation us-
ing weighted finite-state automata is presented. The lexical
component under development is intended to be capable
of handling productive Swedish inflection, derivation and
compounding in conjunction with foreign morphological
and/or phonological elements, including proper handling
of the interference between native and non-native stress
and word accent patterns. The lexical component is de-
signed so as to meet these functional requirements and han-
dle inflection and regular word formation through deriva-
tion and compounding but not, for instance, clippings and
other more creative processes.

1 INTRODUCTION

Contact between cultures and thereby between languages
is clearly as old a phenomenon as language itself, and as
is well-known from different strands of linguistic research
this type of contact is probably one of the strongest driving
forces behind linguistic change and evolution. With recent
years’ increase in technical mobility and ease of global ac-
cess, the cross-cultural and cross-lingual influx and blend
during the past decade or two has been extremely appar-
ent in most parts of the world, with cross-language transfer
showing both more, qualitatively different and earlier ef-
fects on spoken language than on written language. The
effects of current Anglo-Saxon dominance in media, enter-
tainment and certain technical domains is particularly no-
ticeable, but the degree and rate of integration in differ-
ent languages differ considerably as a function of exposure,
linguistic (typological) structure, attitude, foreign language
education etc. The effects of language contact seem to oc-
cur at virtually all linguistic levels, from phonology to prag-
matics [24]. These effects are and have been the object of
study of several areas of linguistics, spanning such diverse
areas such as historic linguistics, second language acqui-
sition, generative phonology and optimality theory. More-
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foreign items are often assimilated or integrated into
ceiving language in such a way that they also attain
ative properties, e.g. in word-formation, adding con-
bly to the complexity of analyzing new words found
text (e.g. ‘Arbeitsmeeting’). The research reported

s paper, is primarily targeted towards modelling the
age users’ behaviour from a synchronic perspective,
as the segmental level is concerned, and the produc-
observed at the morphological level. From a speech
ology perspective, such elements may pose problems
stance in text-to-speech systems because the native
on-native parts often follow different pronunciation
es, both segmentally and prosodically [11, 20]. How-

as is well known from typology and Optimality The-
here are fundamental differences between languages
ards to what extent foreign material may be incor-
d more or less verbatim, as it were, or if it needs
adapted to phonetic, phonological, morphonological,
hological, phraseal, prosodic or other properties of the
stems in the receiver language.

A PRODUCTION STUDY REVISITED

lund and Lindström’s production study [3], a total of
ubjects aged 15–75 read several hundred prompted
ces each off a computer screen, with the primary pur-
f collecting training material for an automatic speech

nizer. Twelve of these sentences featured well-known
n names and concepts, which were phonetically tran-
d by several phonetically trained native speakers of
ish (and near-native speakers of English). Consis-
among the transcribers was also cross-checked. The
nciations of 19 target phones were then assigned to
f three different categories along the near-native to
modated/re-phonematized axis.

s been previously reported, some of the main findings
the following: Nearly all subjects involved “foreign”
h sounds, hereafter termed ‘xenophones’ in their pro-
ns, or at least tried to. (For a discussion of why such
tral’ term was used, see [3].) Frequency of occur-
differed considerably across different lexical items,
egarding the “same” sound. Positional variability was
bserved, both within words and within phrases. Since
as a reading task, speakers were even observed to



change strategies in the middle of a phrase, uttering ‘Di-
ana’ with nativized pronunciation and ‘Charles’ in a fash-
ion more faithful to the source language, and vice versa.
Among the demographic factors recorded, educational level
and age seemed to have the largest impact on production
frequencies, so that higher education correlates with higher
frequency of xenophones.

Almost all vowel segments featured pronunciations close
to that of the source language, notably also the dipththong
[@U< ], which is phonetically quite dissimilar to any native
speech sound in Swedish. Among the consonant segments,
some segments were nativized by almost all subjects, e.g.
[w], [z] and [Z], which were produced by most subjects
as [v], [s] and [ù], respectively. At the other end of the
scale, some consonants were produced in a manner very
close to the source language by almost every subject, e.g.
[Ù]. A third group consisted of segments with a more even
distribution of productions along the accommodated/re-
phonematized axis, among them [Ù, Ã, D, T].

The variability observed can be attributed to a number of
different factors, a host of which are listed in [3]. To be-
gin with, there is considerable variation between speakers,
some of which can be explained by systematic variation as
a function of educational level.

Some of the variability may also be due to the fact that this
was a reading task, and that some knowledge of the world
would be required, even if the sentences were designed so
that the vast majority of the population should be familiar
with the concepts mentioned. The possible orthographic
influence (showing up in the substitutions made when the
same sound is spelled in different ways) is probably present,
regardless of the subjects’ level of literacy. Due to the dis-
fluent nature of the speech of a couple of subjects, it can
be suspected that difficulties related to either of these two
sources did in fact occur. On the other hand, from listen-
ing to the speech material, the transcribers also drew the
conclusion that at least a couple of speakers were close to
native performance in their production of spoken English,
perhaps acquired by travelling or living abroad. Neither cat-
egory was excluded from the data, since there was no data
on the subjects supporting these observations, and also be-
cause the number of subjects this applies to is very small in
relation to the total number of subjects.

The substitution of voiceless fricatives for voiced counter-
parts, especially in syllable-final positions is in line with
markedness explanations for similar phenomena in lan-
guage learning and optimality theory. The same type of
explanations could also serve to support the perhaps sur-
prisingly high production ratios for [@U< , Ù, Ã, D, T].

Dialectal or regional background of the subjects was also
assumed to be one of the underlying factors, simply because
the different dialects of Swedish have different phonolo-
gies, but an analysis based on the regions suggested by El-
ert [4], showed no patterns, lending themselves to system-
atic explanations. One possibility is that systematic varia-
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alectal) regions in the traditional meaning, but may
t map out in different distributions for each segment,
me of the results from the Swedia 2000 project on
ish dialects show [14].

ON-NATIVE ELEMENTS IN SPOKEN
LANGUAGE APPLICATIONS

articular research goal of the larger project that the
-mentioned study is part of, is to find out if and how
gn” items may be handled in a reasonable way com-
onally in a lexical component for Swedish spoken lan-
applications. In applications such as text-to-speech
conversion, existing Swedish pronunciation dictio-
typically have problems with proper names, certain

ounds and derivations, technical terms, specialized
ulary and foreign words [12]. Similarly, the recent
ercial) interest in multi-lingual and cross-lingual ap-

ions involving automatic speech recognition (ASR) [3]
ates the development of such a component, especially
ontaneous (rather than read) speech, involving large
ularies, where a large amount of the new words in
aneous data are word fragments and simply cannot
vered by extension of the a dictionary. Even if un-
ted text may be one of the input sources to such a
le, the intended lexical component should be designed

general speech technology perspective, e.g. the fo-
on spoken Swedish rather than written. At least

wedish synthesizer back-end exists, that has been de-
d based on the results from Eklund and Lindström’s
ction study [10], and therefore contains relevant xeno-
s as necessary. As regards the morphological level, an
attempt at handling the interaction between Swedish
redominantly) English morphology in a Swedish car-
orpus featuring a high degree of Anglicisms was re-
on by Lindström and Kasaty [11]. A set of functional

nds were taken as the starting point.

t has worked extensively on the problem of multilin-
text analysis for speech synthesis, both for English,
an and Mandarin Chinese [22]. In the Bell Labs Ger-
TS system by Möbius et al. [18] the handling of un-

n words is quite similar to the one suggested by Lind-
and Kasaty [11], and involves resorting to a syllable-

l if no word parse can be achieved using lexicalized
hs only. The solution is built using Sproat’s LEX-
S [23], which in turn use Mohri’s weighted FSTs [19].

are several two-level descriptions of Swedish for in-
by Karlsson[8]. In order to deal with proper name

nciation in Swedish, a phonological level was added
d Karlsson’s SWETWOL [8] by Lindström [2] and
r developed by Gustafson [6, 5]. Gustafson also ex-
d the approach outside the proper name domain (per-
communication), by using Magnussons transcriptions
orph dictionary [16].



A pronunciation dictionary combined with a particu-
lar paradigmatic description specifically targeted towards
Swedish spoken language applications was designed and
originally implemented by Hedelin, Huber et al. [7] and
later also re-implemented by Lindström & Ljungqvist [12].
The Swedish inflectional system is approximated through
a fairly large set of paradigms, and mechanisms for lim-
ited compounding and some derivation is also described.
The computational mechanisms for dealing with Hedelin’s
description handles two streams simultaneously, one pho-
netic and one orthographic, and can easily be implemented
within a finite-state framework, but is not particularly
declarative due to its inherent “cut-and-paste” nature. In
their diploma paper, Kasaty and Koponen [9] showed how
the set of approximately 200 nominal paradigms originally
devised by Hedelin and Huber could be compacted to a
much smaller set (approx. 50) by capturing some of the
regularities in Swedish nominal inflection using a few pro-
ductive rules in the “word grammar” of PC-Kimmo [1].

The explicit aim of the DeKo group is to build a system that
is fully automatic and covers the generative aspects of Ger-
man word formation, also in conjunction with morphs of
foreign origin. One of the intended usages of the system is
as a front-end to a German concatenative synthesizer. The
DeKo system was also developed using LEXTOOLS [23],
and FSMTOOLS [19]. In systems based on weighted FSMs,
the weights constitute parameters that can (in some cases)
be estimated from data to optimize performance.

The AT&T and the DeKo group both outline their systems
along the following lines:

(possibly non-deterministic) tokenization

�
morphological analysis

�
stress assignment/syllabification

�
pronunciation

The DeKo system makes use of features such as ±native
to control the combinability of certain morphs with certain
affixes, although one particular point made by Lüdeling
and Schmid is that origin alone is not sufficient to deter-
mine the combinatoric and ordering properties of so-called
neo-classical and native elements in German [15]. Instead,
they draw the conclusion that these properties are to a large
degree lexical properties, and word formation in German
seems to be governed both by rules related to linguistic cat-
egories and by analogies with already existing elements in
the language.

Drawing upon our own and related research results as de-
scribed previously, here are some of the design criteria
for a lexical component which is currently under devel-
opment. Such a component should be able to account
for the morphological structures of nouns (and later other
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classes) involving foreign elements (at least from En-
, probably doing this by modelling productive deriva-
, compounding and inflectional processes. The com-
t should also be able to provide all possible anal-

of such input forms permissible by morphotactical
honological rules, with each analysis giving all rel-
information both on a phonological and morpholog-
orphosyntactical) level. Specifically, the phonolog-

escription should deal with the phonemics, including
enophones’ described previously, the syllable struc-
ut also prosodic information relevant at the (prosodic)
level such as stress placement, phonological length
ord accent information. It should also deal with the
ction between word prosodic features such as stress
ment, word tone selectional phenomena etc. The mor-
ntactic analysis should allow combinations of English
with Swedish inflections, e.g. ‘coolt’ (neutral ad-

e), ‘geekar’ (plural noun), ‘raidar’ (raids), ‘bustar in’
in), ‘pushar upp’ (pushes up), but also more difficult

, such as ‘geeksen’ (English plural noun + Swedish
lar inflection). This analysis should also allow En-
roots in Swedish derivational and compounding mor-
gical processes, e.g. ‘flashigt’ (flashy), ‘handsfreemo-
(hands-free cellular telephones), ‘depparsoundtrack’

my [rocker] sound-track).

4 OUTLINED ARCHITECTURE

asic architecture used by Sproat, Möbius, Lüdeling
een adopted to Swedish, and is currently being ex-
d with foreign morphs and phones. In a first attempt

nglo-Saxon foreign items will be considered. If pos-
further interfering languages will be added.

elected target application is TTS, and particular atten-
ust be paid to the socio-linguistic aspect involved in

ing the appropriate level of nativization. As a starting
a relatively well-educated speaker of Swedish with

knowledge of at least English, will serve as the model.

is on capturing the productive patterns in Swedish
formation involving foreign language elements, re-
ss of whether they be morphs, phones or other units.
is underway on finding out (preferably from data)
restrictions on combinability and what selectional
” exist, or (by using weighted FSTs) what the prob-
distributions are for the different morphological and

honological processes. One idea that will be tried is
end Linell’s conclusion that paradigmatic assignment
eudo-words is governed by rhyming principles [13].

oosing a (computational) paradigm which allows for a
ional FS model as well as for probabilistic treatment of
using the weights of the weighted FSTs), there should
ple opportunity for applying a more reductionist or
traint-based” approach in order to model “improduc-
, by disallowing the combination of certain features,
at the same time guaranteeing that some type of anal-



ysis will be produced in every case by applying smoothing
over both seen and unseen events in the productive sections
of Swedish morphology, morphonology and phonology.

Existing resources will be profited on as much as possible.
As a result of previous work on extending the Hedelin and
Huber pronunciation dictionary, there is now a phonetically
transcribed and paradigmatically coded Swedish lexicon of
78,477 nouns, 9,772 verbs, 14,799 adjectives and 1,889 ad-
verbs [11, 9]. A corresponding listing of affixes coded for
paradigmatic selection also exists. Antworth’s two-level
description of English is used as a starting point for finding
Anglo-Saxon elements that could combine with Swedish.
Furthermore, the English pronunciation dictionary, com-
piled by Roger Mitton, has more than 70,000 phonetically
transcribed surface forms extracted from the Oxford Ad-
vanced Learner’s Dictionary [17]. The idea here is to draw
upon the results by Lindström and Eklund to make the rel-
evant mapping(s) between source and target language pro-
nunciations. Through earlier work on concatenative syn-
thesis at Telia Research, there is also a description of con-
temporary (central) Swedish phonotactics, which in some
respects differs from the description by Sigurd [21], partly
because some of the “gaps” have been filled since 1965, no-
tably by contributions from foreign items. Such a descrip-
tion may be used as a phonotactic filter, penalizing analyses
that violate the phonotactics.

For generation purposes, one can imagine several ways of
evaluating the system. Each would involve manual analy-
sis of output from the system applied to samples from text,
that have to be chosen to illustrate the problems addressed
here. The detailed analysis should be directed towards the
properties listed in the thesis plan. One could also per-
form direct bench-marking of this implementation against
Hedelin’s and Huber’s approach [12] w.r.t. its performance
regarding the productive section of Swedish morphology,
morphonology and phonology.
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